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will ruin it. All these conditions cause the careful rice-raising people of
India, Java, Indo-China, and especially Siam and Burma to be more
industrious and reliable than other tropical farmers. For the same reasons
they are more progressive, since the best of them can produce a small
surplus which can be used for tools, clothing, ornaments, and education.
Moreover, as the rice-raising population is much'denser than elsewhere,
roads and schools can be maintained, and the people can get more stimulus
and help from one another and from outsiders.
possibilities of plantation agriculture
The Products of Tropical Plantations
In addition to rice farming, another kind of agriculture has a great
influence on tropical civilization. It depends on the fact that the people
of more bracing climates desire many tropical products and hence have
established thousands of plantatio'ns. Before the days of steam navigation,
when Europeans rarely came to the tropics, there was no agriculture for
export. The rule of tropical farmers was "Grow only what you need
and consume only what you grow." When Europeans came, however,
they hegajq^d want tea^ coffee, cocoa, rubber, and other products. These
at first were luxuries, but fast became necessities.
As a rule plantation products are not like the staple food crops which
have to be planted each year. They arc tree crops which do not require
frcquentLjrcnewal. They are raised in large plantations where the same
kind of tree or bush is planted over wide areas. CoScc is a good example.
Although small quantities are raised in regions suclTas Java, Ceylon, Cen-
tral America, and Mocha, where coffee first became known, nearly two
thirds of the world's supply comes from Brazil. There hundreds of
thousands of acres of tropical jungle have been cleared of most of the
trees, and coffee bushes have been planted in the shade of the rest. Tea_
flourishes under similar conditions, although it grows over a wider rang?
of latitude than coffee. It is raised in great plantations on moist sunny
slopes, chiefly in Ceylon and among the mountains of Assam at the base
of the Himalayas north of Calcutta, but also in southern China, Java,
and Japan.
Cool Tropical Highlands
What has just been said about tea and coffee suggests one of the
reasons why many people fail to realize how many kinds of tropical
regions there are. They failj^L^epa^atcJowlands from highlands. Each
of the places mentioned in the last paragraph is either a cool tropical high-

